Based on the content dual-dictionary learning and sparse representation, we put forward a novel method of image restoration. This method can improve the adaptive ability of the image. To restore the image, the dual-dictionary is trained with sparse representation. Comparing with the traditional dictionary learning algorithm, the method in this paper can capture more high-frequency information and enhance the image quality further in image reconstruction. The experimental results show that the proposed method is useful for image restoration and much better than other methods.
Introduction
Nowadays, image has become one of the most important ways human getting information. High quality images have important value in our life. The image, however, can be infected by noise. So image restoration has become one of the important measure in image processing.
Super-resolution image reconstruction is one of the most important methods in restoration of high-resolution image. The super-resolution restoration method can be divided into two kinds. They are based on reconstruction algorithm and learning-based algorithm.
At present, a lot of researchers consider the learning-based algorithm as a very promising approach and think it is a hot spot in the field of super-resolution [1] . The algorithm of learningbased in super-resolution is through learning to get the relation between high-resolution and lowresolution to guide the high-resolution image reconstruction [2] - [5] . The learning-based algorithm makes full use of the prior knowledge of image itself and is applicable to the face and text image restoration [6, 7] .
The traditional learning-based super-resolution reconstruction algorithm, however, does not consider differences among the image blocks and just trains a dictionary without distinction. It can't timely according to the nature of the image to choose the suitable algorithm which probable causes deviation of the restoration image. Although based on dictionary learning combined with sparse representation can reconstruct the high-quality high-resolution image, it still can't avoid the lost part of high-frequency detail information that will influence the recovery image quality greatly.
In order to solve the above problems, in this paper, a kind of dual-dictionary learning-based reconstruction algorithm has been proposed. Firstly, the images have been divided into several sorts by the clustering algorithm. The features in clustering has been selected to construct the most accurate coding book. Then, the most matching classification is selected, so the low-resolution image has been reconstructed with the most suitable dictionary. Secondly, the high-frequency information is divided into the Main High-frequency information (MHF) and the Residual Highfrequency information (RHF) to construct the dual-dictionary, the main dictionary learning and the residual dictionary learning, corresponding to restoring MHF and RHF. Compared with the traditional method, the dual-levels restore algorithm can get better effect in reconstruction.
Based on the Dual-dictionary Algorithm

Classifying Images Based on Content
In this stage, we input some high-resolution images as training images, which are processed by fuzzy filter and down-sampling to get the low-frequency in low-resolution L LF . Then we get a low-frequency in high-resolution H LF by bicubic-interpolation and gain the high-frequency in high-resolution H HF through the original image H ORG subtracting the low-frequency in highresolution H LF . Therefore, we divide the original training image H ORG into H HF and H LF .
We can make this two parts of image as a sparse coding book [8, 9] . We use the histogram to express the each of image sparse radix in training set. So all of the training image can be expressed clearly. In different training image, because its content is distinct, the histogram also has a big difference. Therefore it can be differentiated by the histogram. The training image histogram can be clustered and divided into K class by the K-means algorithm. We can obtain K clustering center (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 · · · m k ) that each kind of class can express one image content. The training images can be classified according to the different image content.
Then, we input a low-resolution image, and obtain the histogram in the same method with the sparse coding book. Using the histogram to compare with the classified histogram set of the training images, we find the classification with most similar content. We utilize this classified training dictionary to reconstruct the low-resolution image. As shown in Fig. 1. 
Dual-dictionary Learning and Sparse Representation
In this stage, the High-frequency (HF) to be estimated is divided into a combination of two components, Main High-frequency (MHF) and Residual High-frequency (RHF). We design a dualdictionary, the main dictionary learning and the residual dictionary learning, to restore MHF and RHF, respectively. In the process of the MHF restoration, the training images which be trained 
That a * means the sparse representation coefficient, y means a image block in low-frequency in LF D 1ST i and L means the control parameter.
We can obtain LF D 1ST i from the different classified dictionary and the sparse representation vector a * of a image block in low-frequency image in the LF D 1ST i .
The H HF and H LF of the image which are corresponding to the high-and low-frequency image blocks have a same property which is the sparse representation vectors are uniform in different dictionary. So that the sparse representation vector of HF D 1ST i is also a * : 
Image Synthesis
In this stage, the low-resolution image can be obtained by down-sampling and smooth operation of the original image. We use the traditional bicubic interpolation algorithm to amplify in order to obtain H LF , which is divided into overlapping image block through block operation. That is because the overlapping image block can avoid the blocking artifacts. For each block y we adopt the OMP [8] algorithm, a greedy algorithm that is via gradual approximation to achieve the sparse representation to solve sparse representation vector in classified LF D 1ST i .
We can gain sparse representation coefficient a * by sparse decomposition algorithm. According to the relation between the high-resolution and low-resolution dictionary, that is one-to-one correspondence, the high-resolution image can be obtained by the following formula that means reconstruct H M HF by the sparse representation vector and HF D 1ST i . 
In this paper, the size of main high-resolution dictionary and residual dictionary are both set to 500, equalling to the sum of the size of main-and residual high-resolution dictionary, in proposed scheme. The number of the base of the reconstructed image blocks is set to 3, the size of the image block is set to 9 × 9 and there is a pixel overlap to avoid block effect. We adopt Foliage, Monarch, Sailboat and Lena image to test the algorithm in this paper (see Fig. 3 and Fig. 4) . Table 1 lists the PSNR value of the different algorithms. We can easily judge the PSNR value of the improved method is the highest in this paper. 
Conclusion
In this paper, the image super-resolution restoration algorithm of based on the dual-dictionary learning and sparse representation is presented. In order to strengthen the dictionary adaptive ability and improve the sparse representation description ability, we choose the classification which is similar to the low-resolution image to restore. For loss of high-frequency in the process of reconstruction we use double level recovery. The high-frequency information is divided into the Main High-frequency (MHF) and the Residual High-frequency (RHF). Then we construct the dual-dictionary. Finally, the algorithm is verified by the experiments. Compared with the traditional dictionary learning, the test results show that the algorithm in this paper can capture more image details and get better reconstruction effect.
